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Affective Transformations: Politics—Algorithms—Media
Has the Affective Turn itself turned sour? Two seemingly  
contradictory developments serve as starting points 
for this volume. First, technologies from affective 
computing to social robotics focus on the recognition 
and modulation of human affectivity. Affect gets 
measured, calculated, controlled. Second, we witness a 
deeply concerning rise in hate speech, cybermobbing, 
and incitement to violence via social media. Affect gets 
mobilized, fomented, unleashed. Politics has become 
affective to such an extent that we need to rethink our 
regimes of affect organization. Media and Affect Studies 
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gained so much attention and yielded such an enormous output that 



































deserve a more comprehensive delineation.





and emotions pertain to the irrational side of human beings and are thus 
non-computable.­When­Rosalind­Picard­(2010)­recalls­how­her­pioneering­
work­on­affective­computing­was­ridiculed­in­the­mid-1990s—even­in­




















































Many of these developments have been incorporated into the big picture 




























Transformation 2: The Becoming-Irrational  
of Affect
The global implementation of social media fell in the very same period that 
saw­the­development­of­what­is­now­called­“emotional­AI.”­Social­media­
promised­participation­at­a­low-threshold­level­and­for­a­brief­time­were­




























movements that operated on a technologically and medially sophisticated 
level.1­Within­just­a­few­years,­web-based­humanitarian­causes­had­been­

















an opinion piece for The New York Times­in­March­2018,­Zeynep­Tufekci­called­
out­YouTube’s­presumed­algorithmic­bias­toward­extremist­content.­In­its­











































































































the spread of online hate and resentment via social media is a serious 
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Affect: On the Turn
Paul Stenner
For some influential advocates of the “affective 
turn,” the concept of affect stands for a 
spontaneous, collective, subjective and progressive 
becoming-other that promises “new possibilities” 
that are never quite articulated. This perspective 
has great potential, but risks lapsing into a naïve 
celebration of affect that is ill-equipped to grasp 
the negative aspects and uses of experiences 
of becoming (i.e., liminal experience). A liminal 
occasion is an occasion of passage between 
categories during which, for whatever reason, the 
forms of process associated with modes of being 
are subject to metamorphosis. A focus on liminality, 
it will be argued, has two chief advantages. First, 
it allows us to focus on the affectivity that comes 
into play when we, or our circumstances, are in 
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the process of transformation. This highlights the 
fact that many of the positive, exciting, desirable 
features attributed to “affect” are characteristics 
of liminal occasions, but also that these occasions 
can have a darker side. A second advantage is that it 
encourages us to recognize the long history through 
which different “technologies” have emerged to 
manage, generate and communicate the liminal 
affectivity typical of liminal occasions. The oldest 
of these “liminal affective technologies” is ritual, 
which dates back to prehistoric times. Without 
denying the distinctiveness of the present moment, 
in which affectivity is routinely summoned and 
manipulated by a host of new technological means, 
this argument opens up new ways of locating our 
present within a broader genealogy.
Introduction: Turn, Turn, Turn Again
In­calling­this­contribution­“affect­on­the­turn”­my­intention­is­to­harmonize­











































interest in social constructionism across the social sciences. The theo-





















































course entitled Affect and the Social,­first­at­the­University­of­East­London­
and­then­at­University­College­London.­This­meant­that­I­kept­quite­a­
close eye on developments in the literature. I noticed three separate 
developments­that­would­soon­flow­together­into­the­affective­turn.­I­will­
simplify­by­noting­three­publications­that­appeared­in­1995,­each­of­which­




part of humanities scholars.




























challenge to the perceived hegemony of social constructionist theory. 
Ian­Craib­(1997),­for­example,­described­social­constructionism­as­a­kind­
of­mass­manic­psychosis,­itself­explainable­by­the­unconscious­affective­
























is because much of it simply is a conceptual free fall and free-for-all. 












1995,­88).­Affect­apparently­follows­a­logic­of­intensity that is autonomic in 
nature­and­to­do­with­the­effect­rather­than­the­content­of­events.­Emotion,­
























































































































applicable as much to the natural sciences as to the social and cultural dis-
ciplines­(the­discursive­turn,­by­comparison,­was­primarily­about­defending­
























































































































contrasted­with­what­I­call­devised or self-generated liminal occasions. 







ater. The same is true of all so-called dramaturgical theoretical vocabulary 
within­the­social­sciences,­and­of­most­theory­whose­keyword­is­perform-
ance­or­performativity.­Let­me­explain­why.














both the theatron and the stage emerged from a third and more mysterious 
space­designated­for­the­Chorus­(see­Harrison­1913).­In­ancient­theater,­the­
Chorus­may­originally­have­been­composed­of­singers­of­the­Dithyramb—a 



















the dependence of theater upon a much older means for self-generating 
liminal­experience,­namely­ritual.­In­fact,­we­might­say­that­Harrison­is­fas-


















































mations. This is less a matter of reliably triggering and directing uniform 




































































liminal occasions is the productivity of the contrast it permits. There is no 
pure­spontaneous­and­pure­devised­experience—rather,­everything­falls­
somewhere­in­between.­Indeed,­it­could­even­be­said­that­liminal­affective­
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Algorithm Awareness: 
Towards a Philosophy of 
Artifactuality
Gabriele Gramelsberger
This contribution argues that while mankind is 
experiencing a decentering within its own media 
universe, a new agency has emerged: “algorithm 
awareness.” By looking into recent technological 
developments, this new agency is analyzed as 
enabling two automated capabilites that can be 
called “externalized anticipation“ and “externalized 
introspection.” With these modes of “mapping back” 
information on users, it becomes necessary to con-
ceptualize what is here called “artifactuality”—a 
hybrid form of information that is derived neither 
from purely statistical nor purely individual data.
1.  Media Transforming into Iconoclastic  
 Sensor Technologies
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Affective Media  
Regulation: Or, How to 
Counter the Blackboxing 
of Emotional Life
Bernd Bösel
  AFFECTIVE MEDIA  
This contribution argues that with the emergence 
of affective media, affect or emotion regulation is 
undergoing a decisive transformation, because it is 
increasingly facilitated by automated systems that 
process users’ affect expressions and encourage 
certain behaviors to maximize their happiness. It 
further develops the notion that affective media 
regulation itself demands regulations in a legal and 
sociopolitical sense. This argument is developed 
in four stages. (1) A brief overview of the terms 
“affect regulation“ (Norbert Elias) and “emotion 
regulation“ (Allan Schore; James Gross) in sociology 
and psychology provides some insight into the 
increasing centrality of these concepts and their 
position within the Foucauldian genealogy of the 
“security principle“ (Frédéric Gros). (2) The term 
“affective media“ is defined with recourse to 
  PSYCHOPOWER  
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Kittlerian/Winklerian media theory as pertaining 
to affect-responsive media, or media capable of 
processing affect. (3) The near-total reliance of 
present affective computing applications on Paul 
Ekman’s contested, if not outright refuted, theory 
of universal basic emotions leads to some serious 
doubts about its possible effects on users and their 
“emotional granularity“ (Lisa Feldman Barrett).  
(4) Picking up on arguments made by critical 
algorithm studies, Shoshana Zuboff’s critique of 
“surveillance capitalism,“ and legal scholars’ fight 
for a “right to reasonable inference“ by automated 
systems (Sandra Wachter and Brent Mittelstadt), a 
wide-ranging discussion of the dangers and pitfalls 






































































































































based on hetero-regulation in such a fundamental fashion that it com-
plicates­the­whole­notion­of­affective­autonomization.
There is a second strand of psychological research that raised the term 
“regulation“­to­prominence.­In­the­late­1990s,­clinical­psychologist­James­
Gross­introduced­the­concept­of­“emotion­regulation“­in­a­series­of­papers,­
and­with­the­publication­of­the­Handbook of Emotion Regulation­(2007),­
56 Affective Transformations

























term that this contribution’s title alludes to.










from each other the various psy-disciplines seem to be.
6­ Understood­in­this­sense,­“affective­media“­and­“atmospheric­media“­could­probably­
be used interchangeably.





























come­up­with­a­working­definition:­Affective media are computational media 
capable of detecting signals from humans, interpreting them as affects, and 
using this interpretation for interactive purposes.­Thus,­affective­media­are­
affect-responsive­media,­or­media­capable­of­processing­affect.
Having­come­up­with­a­working­definition,­the­main­thesis­of­this­article­can­
now­be­developed­further.­With the emergence of affective media, affect or 
emotion regulation is undergoing a decisive transformation, as it increasingly 
becomes externalized. Thus regulation decreasingly depends on habitual 





sonal life. With the advent of affective media, we are standing at the beginning 
of what can be called affective media regulation, understood as media-assisted, 
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specifically­do:­they­rearrange­data­by­following­mechanical­and­syntactical­
procedures. They transform input data into output data. In the case of 
























































































roscientist­Lisa­Feldman­Barrett.­In­her­book­How Emotions Are Made,­she­
recapitulates­the­global­quest­for­what­she­calls­“emotional­fingerprints“—
the­idea­that­each­emotion­has­a­“distinct­pattern­of­physical­changes,­














































they are estimated to impact the body budget either to its disadvantage 
or­advantage­(75).11 This should come as no surprise since bodies are not 
closed­systems:­they­rather­exist­in­constant­processual­exchange­with­
their­environments­and­especially­with­their­“affective­niche“­(73),­meaning­
the things and persons in the surroundings that are predicted to have an 
impact on the overall body budget.
Where­affect­is­the­constantly­fluctuating­feeling­of­a­body’s­condition,­
emotion­is,­according­to­Feldman­Barrett,­a­kind­of­meaning-making­that­






































tion: Is the externalization of affect regulation via affective media the fastest 
way of decreasing emotional granularity among its users, meaning that they 
will gradually lose (or not develop) their ability to verbalize their feelings in an 
adequate and versatile way? In other words, is the implementation of affective 
media regulation in reality the fastest road to collective alexithymia? And 









we­could­call­“self-fulfilling­processing“13—a processing that fundamentally 
shapes­emotional­experience­instead­of­just­detecting­it,­as­many­devel-
opers­want­users­to­believe.










































preserve the conditions for personal autonomy that are pivotal in demo-
cratic­systems.­Consumers­and­users­should­have­the­right­to­be­informed­
about­affective­data­being­collected­and­their­supposed­emotional­states­





























































something to be desired. 
Finally,­one­remark­on­the­possible­future­of­automated­affect­regulation.­
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From Social Data to  
Body Data to Psy Data: 
Tap, Tap, Tap 
Oliver Leistert
Our networked condition under capital relations 
continues to open pathways to tap into new sources 
of value. Since the social media turn, the expansion 
of capital in the digital realm has successfully 
tapped into body data by way of products like 
Fitbit. More recently, the proliferation of psy data 
is underway with chat bots, backed by artificial 
intelligence to harvest the last remaining and 
intimate part of expressiveness that neoliberal 
subjects are producing: mental health apps are at 
the last frontier of capital’s attempts to profitably 
govern its subjects. To understand these processes, 
a recap of Marxian theory and the use of some tools 
created by Félix Guattari will be undertaken.
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The capturing mode of data sensing of all sorts has made every human 
body­potentially­a­media­outlet,­delivering­discriminable­sections­of­the­






technologies by reducing costs.
One­such­governmental­technology­is­the­diffusion­of­social­media­
platforms.­The­exploitation­of­social­media­users­and­the­selling­of­


















the­subject’s­performance­and­self-set­goals,2 but functionality varies a lot 




















Body Data and the Networked  
Neoliberal Condition
The move from body data sensing techniques under the guidance of 
medical­personnel,­to­body­data­sensing­techniques­under­self-guidance­
and­driven­by­the­principles­of­value-extraction­by­markets,­marks­a­







































instrumentality of neoliberal investments gain from this signaletic virtuality 
is to impoverish it immediately by reducing it to a measurement against 
normalized­BMIs­or­other­biopower­standards.­I­will­return­to­this­problem-
atic use of technologies in capital relations.










































the broader desire to feedback body data into data silos is not at all explained 




























what­I­propose­to­call­the­tragic bifurcation between a value of means without 



















































































is translatable into the rhetorical guise of choice. This cornerstone of 
liberalism,­which­has­mutated­in­neoliberalism­toward­a­few­algorithmically­
prefabricated possibilities to choose from—most often all in a purely com-
modified­way—down­to­the­infantilizing­“like”­button,­continues­to­serve­
and­function­as­the­mental­token­of­liberation.













































devices to their labor force: body data become part of the curriculum 
vitae.12
The­established­capturing­mode­of­body­signals­with­networked­





















data sensing assemblages can become operative on a massive scale in 
the­first­place.­In­addition,­the­functionalist,­post-structuralist­approach­
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Technical Sentience, and a 
Nonconscious In-between
Marie-Luise Angerer
The developments in media technology at the dawn 
of the twenty-first century are characterized by an 
understanding of once separate entities as rad-
ically open systems. Human and animal bodies, and 
technical and natural environments, are connected 
in complex ways via processes of organic sentience 
and algorithmic sensors: signals are transposed 
into data, which are in turn exchanged (in the 
form of information) between the bodies and their 
surroundings, creating a pool of data from which 
political, economic, social, and ethical conclusions 
are drawn. Donna Haraway’s companion species, 
Lynn Margulis’s symbionts, and Myra Hird’s micro-
ontology all point to processes of contagion, infil-
tration, and multiple agencies that call not only 
for a thinking in relations but for a thinking “as 
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embedded, embodied and even … as the very ‘stuff 
























































cific­qualities­create­its­own­specific­Umwelt,­how­this­Umwelt is perceived 
by­the­organism,­and­how­the­organism­intervenes­in­it.­At­the­same­time,­







philosophy under the title Process and Reality­(Whitehead­1978).­In­it,­he­







modes­of­perception,­Whitehead­emphasized­a­blind emotion that operates 
without­consciousness­(see­Whitehead­1978,­162ff.).­Haraway­borrows­
this concept in her Companion Species Manifesto (2003),­rendering­it­as­
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image of the body as a closed entity.

















































































mathematical computation and information processing in actors and 
agents­as­open­and­reversible­rule-based­systems,
not only because they are responsive to the physical environment 
which­they­seek­to­simulate,­but­more­importantly­because­their­
discrete operations become infected and changed by informational 
randomness.­The­apparent­opposition­between­affect­and­com-












both the technical and the organic sides of the equation as relational and 
processual,­in­turn­obliging­us­to­extend­our­definition­of­sentience,­long­
seen­as­the­exclusive­preserve­of­humans,­and­possibly­animals,­to­include­








mental development is totally inconceivable.
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Between­the­intensive­and­thought,­it­is­always­by­means­of­an­inten-














body:­“Latitude is made up of intensive parts falling under a capacity, and lon-







































































movement of imitation that occurs on both the micro and the macro level. 
Deleuze­and­Guattari­refer­to­this­Tardian­concept­of­imitation­as­a­“flow”­




















































































Translated from German by Nicholas Grindell
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The concept of a “synhaptic sensibility“ expresses a 
new relation between sight and touch that comes to 
power with new haptic and synhaptic technologies. 
These technologies work on a variety of haptic 
data and change our affective relationship with 
each other and with ourselves. They transform our 
affective live. With regard to the power of political 
and social control synhaptic technologies are local 
and imply a synchronized multiplicity. This puts 
them in opposition to the centralized invisible 
oversight that characterizes the model of the pan-
opticon. Therefore “synhaptic sensibility“ can help 
to understand how “control societies“ are related 
to the current transformation of the properties 
of touch and sight and to the communication of 
affects.
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form the properties of touch so as to enable it to operate at a distance and 
without­reciprocity,­and­in­this­way­make­it­part­of­a­synhaptic­sensibility.


















































































even the best virtual reality devices do not produce perfect vision. One still 
can­see­the­pixels,­or­the­colors­are­a­bit­wrong.










naturally perceive in the content of one of our senses. The radar codes 
the­reverberations­of­sounds­that­we­do­not­hear­in­terms­of­vision.­In­his­







































TeslaTouch­is­a­system­developed­by­Disney­Research2 that enables the 
user­to­touch­various­materials­on­a­screen:­paper,­sand,­the­fabric­of­a­
cloth,­etc.­The­user­moves­her­finger­on­the­screen­and­feels­the­texture­of­



































































































































product is only one among many. They enable the client to control the 
vibrations­of­the­dildo­while­the­webcam­model­is­using­it.­Among­the­
devices­mentioned,­these­remote-controlled­dildos­are­the­only­ones­that­

















































because I am myopic.
Thus­I­claim­(see­Cassou-Noguès­2010­and­2016)­that­we­cannot­imagine,­
or­write­a­story­about,­a­character­who­would­be­intangible­as­the­invis-









































































the age of painting to a certain form of invisibility: the invisibility of the 




















































































guard of the panopticon sees all that is happening. In Surveiller et punir 
(1975),­Foucault­considers­the­panopticon­as­the­diagram­of­the­disciplinary­
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Encoding Proximity: 
Intuition in Human–Robot 
Collaborations
Dawid Kasprowicz
The growing field of human–robot collaborations 
has raised questions of how to behave when inter-
acting with speaking and moving technological 
objects. One key idea here represents the notion of 
intuition as the promise of natural and effortless 
interaction with non-living objects. But intuition 
also refers to a non-rational, affective mode of 
reasoning. This article argues that in human–robot 
collaborations, intuition is not exhaustive in the 
promise of fluid interactions. In showing how social 
expectations are encoded in collaborative practices, 
the text argues that intuition becomes a modus 
operandi for the programming and modeling of 
affects.
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design­(Norman­1998,­2011).­One­can­call­this­intuition­an­effect because the 

























and unmediated immediacy from a historical perspective.  
2. Mediated Immediacy—The Meaning  













suspended by the consciousness of a self. Intuition turns from the contem-
plation of God to an unmediated access to truth via the reasoning human 
self.­This­meaning­of­a­clear,­non-synthetic­insight­is­made­explicit­in­René­































































Theory is the Homo oeconomicus­and­rational­mode­of­thinking,­which­can­

















3. Encoding Proximity: Man, Robot and  







































changes in body postures and movements to avoid uncomfortable table 
positions or too intrusive recommendations that could confuse the human 
partner.­Hence,­the­formalization­of­haptics­in­the­collaborative­task­of­
carrying­a­table­does­not­refer­to­what­autonomous­agents­can do in 















two­topological­spaces­X­and­Y­that­are­defi­ned­in­the­functions­γ0 and γ1. 
If­all­points­of­the­space­X­are­identical­and­the­same­is­the­case­for­the­





























human employee. It addresses a sensible domain of socio-technological 
entanglements that are displayed on three levels—the modeling of the 
interaction­as­“homotopy­switching,”­the­computer­simulation­of­the­
models,­and­the­materialization­of­the­robot.3 
































































a solution and programming its conversion through the robot. It also 
embraces­a­conglomerate­of­media­like­models,­programs,­algorithms­
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Autonomous Dwelling: 
Smart Homes and Care IT
Irina Kaldrack
In the context of eHealth, the development of smart 
homes aims to enable older and ill people to live in 
their own home environment. This paper focuses on 
the relationship between dwelling, autonomy and 
care, approaching it from three perspectives: from 
the perspective (and interests) of the vendors, from 
the experience and perspective of the people living 
in the smart home, and from the view of care pro-
viders and services.
The introduction and implementation of smart and autonomous 




















































The research apartment aims to detect mental illnesses such as depres-
sion,­dementia­or­bipolar­disorder­at­a­very­early­stage­of­the­disease.­The­







































































ment of the degree of a person’s autonomy.
1.3  The Relation Between Dwelling, Autonomy, and Care 
From­my­perspective,­the­smart­home­for­medicine­considers­dwelling­as­
daily­routines—what­do­people­usually­do­in­their­apartment?­The­“doing“­
itself is mainly being in and moving through the space and using its facilities 
















of performing independent and self-determined actions guarantees the 














































the formation and maintenance of human relationships and personal 
bonds.­(Guihen­2016,­141–42)
In­these­terms­of­human­and­political­rights,­housing­serves­to­protect­
against the forces of nature and society and is the condition that enables 
physical­well-being­and­emotional­relations.­Dwelling­or­living—wohnen in 























































cultivating and sparing as in the sense of agriculture.7 
The­old­word­bauen,­which­says­that­man­is insofar as he dwells,­this­
































is supposed to be protected against state interference. This protection 































































































































3.  Care Services—Entering the Inside
From­the­perspective­of­the­developers­of­the­smart­home­for­medicine,­
this­suspension­may­not­be­so­decisive,­since­it­applies­to­people­affected­








































































conclusions: the technical-medial infrastructure of the smart home relates 
to­dwelling,­autonomy­and­care­(services)­in­a­specific­way.­In­particular,­
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Happy, Happy, Sad, 
Sad: Do You Feel Me? 
Constellations of Desires 
in Affective Technologies 
Serjoscha Wiemer
Affective media technologies are becoming more 
and more standardized, and objects of commercial 
interest. Based on concepts of critical discourse 
analysis, this contribution argues that current 
developments cannot be explained solely as the 
result of technological progress, but should be 
understood as the effect of a heterogeneous 
network of relations. A central element for the 
stabilization of this network lies in the character-
istic “constellation of desires” (Hartmut Winkler) 
of affective technologies. What are the relevant 
promises and expectations that drive the ongoing 
“industrialization of emotions”?
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… affective computing is not just the science 
fiction of tomorrow; it is being used today not 
only as a marketing tool but also in medicine 
and a number of other fields. 























to a movement against structuralist and poststructuralist theoretical approaches 
(cf.­Gregg­and­Seigworth­2010).­In­addition,­the­affective­turn­showed­an­interest­

















technologies are discussed in economic and technical discourses.4 In order 
to­find­out­what­expectations,­hopes,­and­promises­characterize­affect­
technologies­or­are­associated­with­their­introduction,­I­have­examined­a­


























































Methodological Orientation: Structures of 






























































































Algorithmic Affective Technologies—Steps 
towards the Industrialization of Emotions
The­fact­that­the­IEEE­(the­Institute­of­Electrical­and­Electronics­Engineers)­


















In­its­eight­years,­the­IEEE Transactions on Affective Computing­(TAC)­
has­witnessed­a­time­of­great­opportunities­for­the­field:­Artificial­
Intelligence­(AI)­and­Machine­Learning­have­recently­made­great­









it seems more than timely to also lend these assistants the ability to 
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analysis as sentiment analysis.11­In­addition,­there­are—no­surprise—­
numerous­YouTube­tutorials­that­explain­how­to­use­the­offerings­and­how­
to­program­your­own­apps,­e.g.,­for­smartphones.­
































computer systems there are also impressive developments being made 




driven by a need for more natural human–computer interactions,­but­
there­are­also­many­examples­where­affective­computing­technology­
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Mediated Humanitarian 
Affect
Andrew A. G. Ross
This contribution reflects on the cultural pol-
itics of affective media in the field of global 
humanitarianism. Liberal advocates of internet 
connectivity continue to celebrate mobile and 
other digital networking technologies as vehicles 
for global dialogue and transnational justice. A key 
conceit of this tradition is an ontological linkage 
between the scale of mediated communication, 
the sensorial range of human experience, and the 
capaciousness of moral attention. In reference 
to recent developments in digital humanitarian 
advocacy, this chapter disrupts these linkages and 
tells a more complex story about the politics of 
mediated humanitarian affect. Digital humanitarian 
campaigns enhance moral sensitivities but also 
engender new forms of digital labor, data gathering, 
and political control. Crisis mapping technologies 
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expand opportunities for liberal institutions to 
manage distant populations according to specific 
rationalities of governance. And the algorithms that 
circulate video advocacy campaigns are translating 
distant conflicts into new sites for enjoyment and 
moral urgency. The case of mediated humanitarian 
affect reveals the extent to which human affective 
energies are being captured by the technologies 











technologies might encourage global sensitivity and thereby increase 













continues apace and needs to be understood as a force unto itself in cultural politics.





















humanitarian practices comprise part of a larger cultural political economy 
of­distributed­agency,­with­humanitarian­affect­serving­to­direct­attention,­
instantiate­sites­of­cultural­authority,­and­sustain­new­forms­of­political­




genealogy of these associations.
































channels facilitating communication thus served to underscore its value for 
promoting­democratic­sociability.­The­American­sociologist­Charles­Horton­
Cooley­embraced­these­potentials­and­approached­communication­as­a­




of everyday opportunities for long-distance communication only placed a 
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dialogue­are­staged­against­the­backdrop­of­post-WWII­institutional­experi-
ments­aimed­at­peace,­education,­and­scientific­cooperation.­The­Con-



























repertoires of digital practice.














































ontology of intentionality that privileges communication as the primary 
aspect­of­mediated­experience.­What­makes­social­networking­and­mobile­
computing practices distinctive is not only their reliance on user-generated 





activity and directing attention.
Humanitarian­campaigns­built­around­hashtags,­viral­videos,­and­iconic­





































technical media that sustain contemporary humanitarianism.
Humanitarian­affect­does­not­pre-exist­its­expression­because­human­
affectivity­is­so­deeply­constituted­by­media­technologies.­Contemporary­
media theory suggests that mediation needs to be understood not as 











capabilities are continually channeled and directed according to repeated 
patterns­of­exposure­and­stimulation.­What­at­first­seems­to­be­a­quintes-





























































3.  Capturing Humanitarian Affect























ative for actors in the humanitarian sector to tailor their publicity to 
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Affection and Dividuation
Michaela Ott
In order to counter the monolithic understanding 
of “affect,“ coined by Brian Massumi in a specific 
reading of Gilles Deleuze’s concept, I want to unfold 
a more epistemologically demanding understanding 
of affective processes through a historical recon-
sideration of the philosophically differentiated 
term “affection,“ meaning “doing with“ or “doing 
by“ in its literal sense. In Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s 
phenomenology it is conceived as a self-contracting 
temporal process able to catalyze and synthesize 
interactions and inter-passivities between different 
entities. Because of its inevitable participation in 
and with others, I want to highlight its “dividual“ 
character. “Dividual“ is a term coined by Deleuze 
for the aesthetics of film and music, which, due 
to their temporal character, cannot be identified 
as individual, undivided expressions. Extending 
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on this, I consider dividual affections as stimuli 
and participants of bio- and socio(techno)logical 
processes where they can be intentionally rein-
forced for political aims. Finally I present aesthetic-
political affections in a (post)colonial perspective, 
with regard to Achille Mbembe’s concept of “Afro-





























ultimately it can no longer be used as a self-evident term.




















So,­in­my­book­Affizierung: Zu einer ästhetisch-epistemischen Figur (Ott­2010)­









Affection and Dividual Expression
In­order­to­explain­my­understanding­of­affection­more­precisely,­let­us­













































philosophy­of­film,­Cinema 1: The Movement-Image (1986).­Here­he­defines­
affect­expression­as­on­the­one­hand­indivisible,­and­on­the­other­hand­as­
continuously­aesthetically­subdividing.­As­he­relates­in­the­subchapter­“The­
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instruments­that­are­penetrating­into­ever-smaller­microscopic­realms,­














































































interest representatives such as trade unions—into the decisions of states 
and,­in­their­transverse­network­operations,­form­new­affective­socialities.­
















































































































































unconventional sound compositions that do indeed broadcast indeter-
minate­affect­expressions­and­are­intended­to­once­again­reconnect­with­
oral culture. The concentration on the auditive contains an implied criticism 
of­the­commodification­of­art­works,­but­also­an­affection­offer­through­
neglected­cultural­techniques.­Achille­Mbembe­signals­in­his­book­Critique 
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Attuning to What? The 
Uncanny Revival of the 
Aestheticization of Politics
Mathias Fuchs
One of the key notions posited in Brian Massumi’s 
“Keywords for Affect,” a supplement to The Power 
at the End of the Economy, is “affective politics.” 
Massumi establishes a close connection between 
affect, aesthetics, politics and the body, stating: 
“Aesthetic politics brings the collectivity of shared 
events to the fore” and he continues to say that 
this is a “multiple bodily, potential for what might 
come.” The problem German readers will encounter 
with these lines is that whenever “body,” “com-
munity,” and “future” (Körper, Gemeinschaft, 
Zukunft) are mentioned in one sentence, they’ll 
immediately be reminded of what Leni Riefenstahl 
demonstrated with her film Triumph des Willens 
(1935), the infamous propaganda film of the 1934 
Nazi Party rally in Nuremberg, Germany. Memories 
of the dark side of an aestheticization of political 
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phenomena are roused. Many 1930s German 
directors, writers and painters were in line with 
Riefenstahl in being apologetic of the regime, often 
not explicitly, but via an atmospheric side by side 
with the ones in power. The underlying ideology 
of Riefenstahl’s films, related texts, paintings 
and movies was what Walter Benjamin warned 
us of when he said: “Such is the aestheticizing 
of politics, as practiced by fascism. Communism 
replies by politicizing art.” This article tries to relate 
Massumi’s concept of attunement and affective 
politics to earlier speculations about “affective 
attunement” and to put into a historic context 
the attempts to replace rationality with bodily 
intensities.
Political thought flourishes with noncognitive 
primary consciousness.  
Brian Massumi (2014, 40)
The­discourse­on­affective­transformations­is­not­only­a­debate­about­
















vague and ambiguous—suggesting that in some undisclosed and mys-
terious­way,­affect­might­be­accountable­as­the­key­driver­for­politics­and­
the­social.­This­is­surprising­against­the­background­of­an­understanding­







































publication of Massumi’s Keywords,­another­US­President­used­affective­
politics for less desirable goals than the ones the Obama administration 
had.­Massumi’s­positive­assessment­of­“the­Obama­campaign’s­recueing­
of­fear­toward­hope”­(2015b,­109)­would­need­a­corrective­statement­today,­
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first­worked­as­an­assistant­and­marketing­manager­for­Meeker,­started­
experimenting­with­a­tele-therapeutic­approach.­Originally­claiming­that­
he could establish the G-P-C­triangle­without­touching­the­patient,­he­
extended­the­effective­radius­of­his­alleged­healing­rays­to­a­few­meters­
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in­wireless­communication,­telematic­control­and­nuclear­ray­technologies­
played­at­the­border­of­what­we­consider­scientific­today.­It­is­therefore­also­









less of the material conditions of communication. 
In­the­1970s­and­80s­these­ideas­seemed­to­lose­their­attraction,­but­a­




























undertones and connotations. It is one thing to dream about the possibility 
and foster hope in the prelingual and presocial connectivity of bodies 
and­“masses.”­This­might­be­some­form­of­late-hippie­romanticism.­It­is­
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Witnessing the  
Dismantlement of a 
Proven Structure of Belief: 
The Challenge of Populism 
and Alternative Facts to 
Liberal Democracy
Jean Clam
The crisis liberal democracy is facing today is a 
new challenge: the relation between alternative 
factuality and the unleashing of affective impulses 
is mediated by the transformation of the pre-
existing structure of belief. There is an affective 
turn in the political realm—a realm structurally 
marked by collective sentiments and their non-
relativizable nature. While the structural social and 
psychic setting of the functional differentiation of 
society remains unchanged, a crucial component of 
it has been strongly “affected” by a re-ordering of 
the function of belief within the cognitive dimension 
of social communication. In this crucial situation 
we need a new pedagogy of real-true worldliness to 
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develop cognitive and doxic forms immune to the 
fakization of any deixis of the world, be it scientific, 
religious, or customary. 
Argument
Liberal political orders require a decisive measure of functional dif-
ferentiation­of­society.­In­addition,­these­orders,­much­like­the­societies­in­
which­they­emerge,­are­highly­improbable­realities.­They­both­require­the­
























fore the question of the dismantlement of a belief structure that has been 
formed­under­the­combined­action­of­disciplined­scientific­cognition­and­
convictionally­weak­normation.­
1­ I­am­hinting­at­the­title­of­Cardinal­John­Henry­Newman’s­book:­An Essay in Aid of a 
Grammar of Assent­(1979).
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The Challenge of Populism and Its  
Belief Structure
Excesses­of­correctional­regimentation­of­beliefs­lead­most­observers­of­

























of the urgent nature of the quest is deepening day by day among an ever-
growing­number­of­observers.­This­was­the­conclusion­of­an­exchange­I­had­
recently­with­a­friend.­I­tell­the­story­as­it­was­because­it­is­uniquely­enlight-





























































angles—that it has been made the target of various attempts to desta-
bilize­its­fundamental­views.­In­saying­this,­we­acknowledge­the­reality­of­
the­offensive­and­intentional­nature­of­what/who­makes­the­crisis,­in­order­
to shed clarity on our contention that ultimately this strategic and agent-
based­aspect­of­the­crisis­is­a­veil­inhibiting­the­perception­of­the­true,­
intrinsic vulnerability of the target societies themselves. The advent of such 
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vulnerability corresponds to the dismantlement of the belief structure that 
has­governed­their­doxic­relationship­to­the­world­for­two­centuries.­
The Dismantled Belief Structure and the 






























































The endemic goes beyond the typical supporters of populist preachers or 
politicians and reaches into the educated groups and strata of society. This 
is­why­the­defensive­apparatus­designed­to­contain­the­“hybrid­attacks”­
















to such representations of factual reality has become intrinsically problem-
atic. To sum it up: our liberal democratic orders are not under attack (however 
hybrid it may be) from an external, exogenous actor or power, but endemically 
by an erosion/transformation/pathology of their doxic structure. 
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The Globality of Belief and the Engulfing  
of Science
To­sum­up,­we­have­to­think­through:­
 – the structural transformation of social communication as a co-












































need to ascertain some of the structural traits of the dismantled regime 































































































absolutely irrelevant. It needs not and ought not to be put. This is the pre-
condition­for­the­full­deployment­of­a­scientific­and­technological­world­
apprehension and its transformative impulse. 
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What is needed is a new pedagogy of the real-true worldliness,­a­program­













































structures and to transform them uno actu­with­the­accomplishment­of­its­
own­operations.­European­and­North­American­politics­since­2016­have­
shown­that­the­existing­potentials­to­counter­and­inhibit­differentiation­
are­very­broad­and­comfortable;­that­no structural teleology, no immanent 
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Alien Thinking: On the 
Return of the Sublime as 
an Affective Medium
Markus Rautzenberg
In recent discourse, notably concerning speculative 
realism and accelerationism, the sublime is redis-
covered as an epistemological and aesthetic tool. 
This “comeback” of the sublime is deeply rooted 
in the attempt to think of the world in a non-
anthropocentric manner and to establish a kind of 
alien thinking. Even today the notion of the sublime 
challenges the concept of semiomorphic knowledge. 
A sense of amazement interwoven with fear and 
terror is an integral aspect of the sublime—not 
only as an aesthetic but as an epistemological 
category. It is related to philosophical traditions of 
thinking the unthinkable and grasping the limits of 
rationality and subjectivity. 
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from one another. 
It is here that one of the classic terms of philosophical aesthetics comes 
back­in­an­unexpected­way.­The­following­will­argue­that­current­theory­
breathes­new­life­into­the­old­notion­of­the­sublime­by­rediscovering­its­



































The list is quite long. 
Whether­Meillassoux­is­right­in­his­attempt­to­make­Kant­a­scapegoat­for­












































influential­part­of­his­early­work­A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of 










































































































that here the interdependence of inside and outside is not relational in the 
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uations: Theories of Participation (Palgrave­Macmillan,­2018),­Affizierung: Zu 
einer ästhetisch-epistemischen Figur­(edition­text­+­kritik,­2010),­and­most­






Framing Uncertainty: Computer Game Epistemologies­(Palgrave­Macmillan,­
2020).
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Bernd Bösel and Serjoscha Wiemer (eds.)
Affective Transformations: Politics—Algorithms—Media
Has the Affective Turn itself turned sour? Two seemingly  
contradictory developments serve as starting points 
for this volume. First, technologies from affective 
computing to social robotics focus on the recognition 
and modulation of human affectivity. Affect gets 
measured, calculated, controlled. Second, we witness a 
deeply concerning rise in hate speech, cybermobbing, 
and incitement to violence via social media. Affect gets 
mobilized, fomented, unleashed. Politics has become 
affective to such an extent that we need to rethink our 
regimes of affect organization. Media and Affect Studies 
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